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Abstract
Purpose – Additive manufacturing (AM) is a promising alternative to the conventional production methods (i.e., machining), providing the developers with
great geometrical and topological freedom during the design and immediate prototyping customizability. However, frictional characteristics of the AM surfaces
are yet to be fully explored, making the control and manufacturing of precise assembly manufactured mechanisms (i.e., robots) challenging. The purpose of this
paper is to understand the tribological behavior of fused deposition modeling (FDM) manufactured surfaces and test the accuracy of existing mathematical
models such as Amontons–Coulomb, Tabor–Bowden, and variations of Hertz Contact model against empirical data.
Design/methodology/approach – Conventional frictional models Amontons–Coulomb and Tabor–Bowden are developed for the parabolic surface
topography of FDM surfaces using variations of Hertz contact models. Experiments are implemented to measure the friction between two ﬂat FDM
surfaces at different speeds, normal forces, and surface conﬁguration, including the relative direction of printing stripes and sliding direction and the
surface area. The global maximum measured force is considered as static friction, and the average of the local maxima during the stick-slip phase is
assumed as kinematic friction. Spectral analysis has been used to inspect the relationship between the chaos of vertical wobbling versus sliding speed.
Findings – It is observed that the friction between the two FDM planes is linearly proportional to the normal force. However, in contrast to the
viscous frictional model (i.e., Stribeck), the friction reduces asymptotically at higher speeds, which can be attributed to the transition from harmonic
to normal chaotic vibrations. The phase shift is investigated through spectral analysis; dominant frequencies are presented at different pulling
speeds, normal forces, and surface areas. It is hypothesized that higher speeds lead to smaller dwell-time, reducing creep and adhesive friction
consequently. Furthermore, no monotonic relationship between surface area and friction force is observed.
Research limitations/implications – Due to the high number of experimental parameters, the research is implemented for a limited range of
surface areas, which should be expanded in future research. Furthermore, the pulling position of the jaws is different from the sliding distance of the
surfaces due to the compliance involved in the contact and the pulling cable. This issue could be alleviated using a non-contact position
measurement method such as LASER or image processing. Another major issue of the experiments is the planar orientation of the pulling object with
respect to the sliding direction and occasional swinging in the tangential plane.
Practical implications – Given the results of this study, one can predict the frictional behavior of FDM manufactured surfaces at different normal forces,
sliding speeds, and surface conﬁgurations. This will help to have better predictive and model-based control algorithms for fully AM manufactured
mechanisms and optimization of the assembly manufactured systems. By adjusting the clearances and printing direction, one can reduce or moderate the
frictional forces to minimize stick-slip or optimize energy efﬁciency in FDM manufactured joints. Knowing the harmonic to chaotic phase shift at higher
sliding speeds, one can apply certain speed control algorithms to sustain optimal mechanical performance.
Originality/value – In this study, theoretical tribological models are developed for the speciﬁc topography of the FDM manufactured surfaces.
Experiments have been implemented for an extensive range of boundary conditions, including normal force, sliding speed, and contact
conﬁguration. Frictional behavior between ﬂat square FDM surfaces is studied and measured using a Zwick tensile machine. Spectral analysis, autocorrelation, and other methods have been developed to study the oscillations during the stick-slip phase, ﬁnding local maxima (kinematic friction)
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and dominant periodicity of the friction force versus sliding distance. Precise static and kinematic frictional coefﬁcients are provided for different
contact conﬁgurations and sliding directions.
Keywords Friction, Tribology, Fused deposition modeling (FDM), 3D printing, Additive manufacturing (AM)
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction

system (Briscoe and Sinha, 2002; Myshkin et al., 2005; Rymuza,
2007; Unal and Mimaroglu, 2012; ASTM-D1984-14, 2014). A
plethora of research has been done on the friction of polymers, and
different frictional coefﬁcients have been reported: for steel on
ABS with presumably smooth surfaces static 0.35 and dynamic
0.30 (Totten, 2017), static 0.2 and dynamic 0.15 (Ellis and Smith,
2008), average dynamic 0.376 (Bashford, 1996). Difallah et al.
reported the effects of additives on mechanical and wear properties
of ABS (Ben Difallah et al., 2012). Leacock et al. (2014) studied
the effect of sliding distance on frictional coefﬁcients between
FDM printed ABS surface and smooth titanium using the strippull-friction-test, at different normal pressures (2.36-7.08) MPa,
speeds (50-250) mm/min and sliding directions (perpendicular to
stripes and 458). They showed that the friction increases by sliding
distance, reaching a maximum when ripples of the surface are
worn out. Gurrala et al. investigated the effect of load and sliding
speed on pin-on-disk friction of FDM-ABS parts, observing an
increase of friction by wear (Gurrala and Regalla, 2014). Dawoud
et al. (2015) explored the effects of 3 D printing parameters such as
gap and scaffolding angle on wear. Boparai et al. investigated the
effects of load and wear on friction in a pin-on-disk apparatus
(Singh Boparai et al., 2016). Perepelkina et al. (2017) studied the
effect of ﬁlling factor, temperature and wear on the friction of
FDM printer tribopairs. Beg et al. (2017) studied the abrasive
properties of FDM-ABS parts. Farstad et al. (2017) investigated
the friction of printed thermoplastic elastomers on smooth
surfaces. Sood et al. developed heuristic methods (i.e., artiﬁcial
neural networks) to predict the effect of printing parameters on
precision, accuracy and tribomechanical properties of AM parts
(Sood et al., 2010; Equbal et al., 2010; Sood et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, the tribological characteristics of 3 D printed
FDM-ABS surfaces are yet to be fully understood. Former studies
are mere experimental, not considering the surface topography of
the FDM parts. They have been mostly performed between
FDM/ABS/Polymers and other materials. Therefore, the results
are not necessarily extendable to the frictional behavior of fully 3 D
printed mechanisms. In this study, friction between two sets of
identical ﬂat surfaces made of FDM manufactured ABS using
StratasysV (Rehovot, Israel) FortusV 250MC is explored. A
ZwickV tensile machine (ZwickRoell, GA, USA) measures the
pulling force against displacement, experimenting effects of
normal force, printing direction, sliding direction, surface area and
sliding speed on friction. Experiments for validation and parameter
identiﬁcation, follow mathematical modeling for surface
topography and friction. Eventually, the theoretical models are
validated against the empirical data.

Additive manufacturing (AM) technology [also known as 3 D
printing (ASTM-F2792-12, 2012)] enables developers to design
parts with higher topological and geometric complexities. Some
concave or hollow geometries are not feasible by conventional
machining, hereafter referred to as subtractive manufacturing (SM).
AM entails lower costs and lead-time for low-volume and
customized production. Being a direct digital manufacturing
method, AM also offers a faster research and development process
for innovative industries (Chua et al., 2010). Non-assembly
production is also one of the unique features of AM where a
complete integrated functional mechanism, with embedded moving
joints, can be printed without the need for further assembly (also
known as assembly printing). Currently, AM is experiencing a
major transformation from demonstrative/rapid prototyping to
functional manufacturing, where the parts are being directly used as/
in the actual products (Farimani and Misra, 2018; Farimani et al.,
2020). Therefore, the ﬁnal properties of the printed parts, including
geometric, mechanical, tribological, electromagnetic and thermal
characteristics, should be better understood. Medical, food, space
and do-it-yourself industries are some of the application areas where
the AM technology is already deployed, or signiﬁcant development
is undergoing (Govender et al., 2020; Attaran, 2017; Fox, 2020).
A wide variety of AM methods are available, with various price
choices for hobbyists and professionals. Fused deposition
modeling (FDMTM), also known as material extrusion (ASTMF2792-12, 2012), is one of the most popular commercially
available AM methods. FDM machines deposit stripes of melted
thermoplastics such as acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and
polylactic acid (PLA), to form a 3 D object. In comparison to other
AM methods, FDM parts are affordable and have good
mechanical performance. Particularly, FDM-ABS parts have the
advantage of being environmentally friendly, thanks to the
recyclability of the material. Besides, they present other properties,
such as being chemically inert and self-lubricating. These make
FDM-ABS ideal for tribological applications and manufacturing
of disposable parts, for example in surgical applications (Farimani
and Misra, 2018; Farimani et al., 2020).
One of the primary drawbacks of AM parts in comparison to
SM is the fact that they bear rougher surface topographies and
nonuniformly distorted geometries (Luis Pérez, 2002;
Nourghassemi, 2011; Tauﬁk and Jain, 2016; Alsouﬁ and
Elsayed, 2017). This complicates the manufacturing of airtight
ﬂuidic systems (i.e., hydraulic and pneumatic), as well as
precise mechanisms with moving joints (e.g. robotics). Friction
not only reduces the controllability and accuracy/precision of
the mechanical systems but also adversely affects their energy
efﬁciency. Understanding the frictional behavior of the AM
surfaces is a crucial step toward production and controlling of
fully 3 D printed mechanisms (e.g. assembly printing).
The dry friction phenomena can present chaotic behavior, and
without experiments, it is challenging to estimate it in a speciﬁc
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2. Mathematical models
The friction force between two ﬂat surfaces depends on various
factors such as normal contact pressure, lubrication, dwelltime, sliding speed and surface topography. Different models
have been developed for friction, prominently Coulomb1096
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Amontons (CA) model, which describes the friction force Ff
between two dry surfaces with random roughness as linearly
proportional to the normal force FN:

conﬁrmation, (Figure 1) also shows a magniﬁcation of the surfaces
made by a FortusV 250MC 3 D printer, using a SensofarV
(Barcelona, Spain) microscope (optical proﬁlometer for noncontact 3 D metrology). It can be seen that the 3 D printed surface
comprises parallel cylindrical stripes with diameters of 0.17 mm.
The observation is in agreement with the minimum layering
thickness used for printing, also reported for this particular 3 D
printer. The StratasysV InsightV slicer has been used to generate the
tool path. Default settings have been used as listed in the Table 1.
The FortusV machine prints parts with stripes on the side
walls horizontally aligned. The printer also ﬁlls internal cavities
with stripes at 458 angle by default, leading to stripes on bottom
surfaces with the same angle. Considering that printed parts
have two different surfaces (top/bottom and side), various
sliding scenarios exist (Figure 2).
For example, two side surfaces can have parallel (SS-Par) or
perpendicular (SS-Per) alignments. When parallel, the relative
motion can be alongside the cylinders’ direction (SS-Par-Par) or
perpendicular (SS-Par-Per). Therefore, there are three different
possibilities for side-side (SS) conﬁguration. In a parallel
conﬁguration, each cylinder can be either in contact with a
single-cylinder from the opposite side (Par-Min) or with two
(Par-Max) (Figure 2). Therefore, depending on the relative
alignment of the cylinders, four different contact models (ParMin, Par-Max, Perpendicular and Inclined) are considered.
The contacts between individual pairs of stripes can be
calculated from variants of the Hertz model, if the deformations

Ff ¼ m f FN ;

R

(1)

where m f is the coefﬁcient of friction (CoF). In [equation (1)], the
m f is dimensionless if both FN and Ff carry identical dimensions
(N). Bowden et al. (1943) showed that the CA-CoF at high
normal pressures [1], where surface asperities experience plastic
deformation, is proportional to yield shear stress t y (MPa) divided
by hardness H in Brinell scale (BHN), of the softer material:

mf 

ty
:
H

R

R

R

(2)

A yield shear stress of (30-45) MPa and a Brinell hardness of (95100) MPa have been reported for ABS (Ellis and Smith, 2008;
Bashford, 1996; STRATASYS, 2020; ASTM-D732-17, 2017),
therefore an approximate CA-CoF of 0.3-0.45 is to be expected.
Although the CA model is simple and practical, it does not
represent the effects of surface topography, contact area and
sliding speed.
2.1 Surface topography
The binomial Tabor–Bowden (TB) equation is one of the primary
models describing the effects of surface topography, normal force
and mechanical properties of the materials on friction (Bowden
and Tabor, 1954; Yamaguchi, 1990; Tabor, 1974; Blau, 2008).
The TB model divides the friction force into two distinct parts:
Ff ¼ Fa 1 Fm ;

R

Figure 1 Surface magniﬁcation of a 3 D printed part made of
ABSplusV -P430, using StratasysV FortusV -250MC
R

R

R

(3)

where Fa and Fm are the adhesive and mechanical components,
respectively. Fm is a collective term including several forces
such as internal hysteresis of the materials due to the viscoelastic/plastic deformation (i.e., cohesion), as well as abrasion
of the contact surfaces (also referred to as wear, grooving,
scratching or plowing/ploughing in the literature). Practically
plowing is considered negligible if the difference between the
hardness of two surfaces is less than 20% (Van Beek, 2009).
This applies to our case, considering that adjacent surfaces are
identical. The adhesive force Fa (N) is mainly due to the
intermolecular/chemical interactions between the two
contacting surfaces. Adhesion has been described as:
Fa ¼ t s Ar ;

(4)
Table 1 The default settings in Stratasy Insight slicer software

where Ar (m2) is the real contact area, and t s (Pa) is the shear
adhesion strength. In the following sections, different models
describing these two terms are elaborated:
2.1.1 Contact area
For rough surfaces, the actual contact area Ar is signiﬁcantly smaller
than the apparent surface area Aa. For perfectly random
topographies, the ratio of real to apparent contact areas is linearly
proportional to the normal force (Greenwood et al., 1966).
However, the real contact area for deﬁned topographies should be
calculated analytically, using variations of the Hertz contact model.
It is known that parts made by FDM have a parabolic surface
proﬁle (Tauﬁk and Jain, 2016; Alsouﬁ and Elsayed, 2017). As a
1097
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Figure 2 Different sliding scenarios considering the printing surface
(bottom/top B and side S) and sliding directions (parallel Par and
perpendicular Per) were experimented

where nm is the number of rows  columns, including all
contact points. For inclined conﬁguration the approximate
number of contacts can be calculated from:
ne 

nLsinu
;
2R

(9)

and contact areas can be calculated consequently as:
(
Ar  ne p rc2
:
Aa ¼ 2nRL

(10)

Considering that equations (5) and (6) represent individual
contacts, extending them to the whole contact surface and
combining them with equations (7), (8) and (10) yields:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
FN 12
Ar ¼ k1
(11)
Aa ;
E
for parallel alignments, where k1 = 3.04 for Min and k1 = 2.31
for Max contact scenarios, and:


stay within the elastic range. Other assumptions of the Hertzian
contact models are that the effect of adhesion on contact is
negligible, and the diameter of the contact area compared to the
diameter of the main objects is insigniﬁcant. For identical parallel
cylinders (SS-Par) the Radzimovsky model (Radzimovsky, 1953;
Young and Budynas, 2002; Pereira et al., 2011; Skrinjar et al.,
2018), describes the width of contact ac (m) as:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R
FN
;
(5)
ac ¼ 2:15
LE

Ar ¼ k2

t s ¼ t 0 1 a Pm ;

;

(12)

(13)

where Pm ¼ FN =Ar (Pa) is the mean effective contact stress and
a is the dimensionless piezo coefﬁcient of adhesion (Bowden
and Tabor, 1954). Integrating equations (13), (3) and (4)
yields:
Ff ¼ t 0 Ar 1 aFN ;

(14)

and replacing Ar from equations (11) and (12) will describe the
friction force versus normal force and apparent contact area for
different surface conﬁgurations according to the TB model.
2.2 Sliding speed
A combination of different underlying phenomena determines
dynamic friction in the system, including viscosity, creep and
morphological vibrations. The self-lubricating characteristics of
polymers can manifest itself as viscosity at certain conditions,
wherein the presence of liquid ﬁlm the Stribeck model could be
used (Armstrong-Helouvry, 2012, 1990; Hess and Soom,
1990; Bo and Pavelescu, 1982). Sliding speed also affects

where n is the number of rows and L is length of the cylinders.
In perpendicular conﬁguration the contact areas are:

Aa ¼ nm4R2

1

A3a ;

2.1.2 Adhesion
Amuzu et al. (1977) have shown that the adhesion shear
strength in polymers is close to their bulk shear strength.
Hence, an adhesive shear strength t s in the same order as (1527) MPa for ABS is to be expected. However, to account for
the effect of contact pressure, a linear relationship has been
proposed by Bowden et al.:

For inclined cylinders, the contact area is elliptic (Puttock and
Thwaite, 1969; Williams and Dwyer-Joyce, 2001). However,
for simplicity in the case of identical cylinders with an angle of
u = 458, it can be approximated with the circular contact
between
pﬃﬃﬃ a plane and a sphere with an average radius of
Re  2R. For parallel alignments, the total real and apparent
contact areas can be calculated from the geometry of the cases:
(
(
Ar ¼ 2 nac L
Ar ¼ nac L
; Max :
(7)
Min :
Aa ¼ 2 nRL
Aa ¼ 2 nRL

Ar ¼ nmp rc2

23

for perpendicular (k2 = 1.63) and for inclined (k2 = 1.83)
surface conﬁgurations. In above equations FN is the total
normal force between the two surfaces, which is distributed
uniformly across the contact area. Also, the k coefﬁcients are
dimensionless.


where FN
(N) is the total contact force across one pair of
cylinders with a radius of R (m), and E (Pa) is the elastic
modulus, and L (m) is the length of the contact alongside the
cylinder’s axis. For the special case of identical perpendicular
cylinders, the contact can be considered circular, calculated
from the contact between a plane and a sphere of the same
radius (Johnson, 1985; Flores and Lankarani, 2016). From the
Hertz–Goldsmith model, the radius rc (m) of circular contact
between a sphere and a plane of the same material is:
  13
3FN R
rc ¼
:
(6)
4E

(

FN
E

(8)
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friction through vertical vibrations during the stick-slip effect.
For instance, Al-Bender et al. extended the Tomlinson model
to macro-scale periodical surfaces (Al-Bender et al., 2004;
Tomlinson, 1929). Furthermore, sliding speed can also affect
the dwell-time (relaxation), consequentially altering friction.
Kato et al. (1972) have described the effect of dwell-time on
friction, showing that at a low sliding speed, more adhesive
bonds are developed between the asperities of the contacting
surfaces, increasing adhesive force. The actual contact area
increases by time due to creep, decreasing the coefﬁcient of
friction at higher speeds (Rabinowicz, 1995).

Figure 4 Force versus displacement (of the force-cell) measurements
by the ZwickV tensile machine, for a normal force of 232 g, a pulling
speed of 300 mm/min, a square apparent surface area of 0.0025 m2,
between the bottom surface and side surface, with rows parallel to the
direction of sliding (BS-Par)
R

Break away

data
max
min

Force (N)

0.6
Local maxima
0.4
0.2

Local minima

3. Experiments
0.0

To investigate the validity of the developed mathematical
models a series of experiments are implemented. Frictional
behavior between two 3 D printed parts (a box and a plate) is
studied (Figure 3). Different contact conﬁgurations are
considered including the effects of surface area, printing
direction (top/bottom and side) and sliding directions with
regards to the printed strips (parallel, perpendicular and
inclined).
As shown in (Figure 3), a ZwickV tensile machine is used to
pull the box on top of the plate, and to measure the sliding force
versus jaw displacement. Experiments are repeated for different
pulling speeds (5-1800) mm/min, normal forces (40-250) g,
different
surface
conﬁgurations
(bottom/side-parallel/
perpendicular) and surface areas Aa = (900-2500) mm2. Raw
measurement data can be found at the provided repository
(GitHub, 2020).
Figure 4 shows a sample measurement for a surface area of
0.0025 m2, normal force of 232 g and pulling speed of 300 mm/
min. It can be seen that when the pulling process starts, ﬁrst the
measured force rises, while energy is being stored in the

0

10

20

30
40
Displacment (mm)

50

60

adhesive bonds of the contact surfaces, as well as the cable. At
some point the intermolecular conjunctions between the
contact surfaces collapse and a phase shift from static to kinetic
friction happens. Stick-slip effect in the kinetic phase causes an
oscillatory force measurement.
Measured data are analyzed to ﬁnd the maximum global force
(i.e., break away static friction) in addition to the average of local
maxima (representing kinetic friction), average local minima and
periodicity of the oscillations during the kinetic phase. Three
different spectral analysis methods are developed to calculate the
periodicity and local extremes, including Fourier transform,
autocorrelation and manual ﬁltering (GitHub, 2020).

R

4. Analysis
As expected, it is observed that normal force is the dominant
inﬂuencing factor in both static and kinetic friction forces.
However, attempts to ﬁt the TB models lead to incoherent
coefﬁcients at different pulling speeds (Figure 5). It can be seen
that surface area has a noticeable but non-monotonic effect on
friction force. One interpretation could be that the Hertz models
are not representative of these surfaces’ contact behavior. An

Figure 3 A ZwickV tensile machine is used to measure friction force
between the two 3 D printed surfaces
R

Figure 5 Coefﬁcients of kinematic friction m k for the CA and Ex
models, and piezo coefﬁcient of adhesion ak from the TB model for SSPer surface conﬁguration at different pulling speeds (5-1800) mm/min
and apparent surface areas Aa = (900-2500) mm2
0.20

900 μk CA
900 μk Ex
900 α k TB

1,700μk CA
1,700μk Ex
1,700α k TB

2,500μk CA
2,500μk Ex
2,500α k TB

CoFs

0.15
0.10
0.05
0

2

4

6
8
Velocity (mm/min)

10

Note: It can be seen that the TB model leads to incoherent
results at different speeds and the effect of apparent surface
area is noticeable but non-monotonic
1099
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extended CA model with an offset (F0) representing an initial
surface adhesion, appears to be the most reliable representation of
the measurements:

Figure 7 Average of maximum friction forces during the kinetic phase
versus speed in addition to the interpolated graphs
Mass (gram)

Ff ¼ m FN 1 F0 :

(15)
Force (N)

Figure 6 demonstrates the linearity of the correlation
between
friction-normal
forces,
including
linear
interpolations and error bands at different sliding speeds.
The average static and kinetic friction coefﬁcients in general
are calculated (Table 2).
Surface conﬁgurations (alignment and sliding direction) are
shown to be the second inﬂuencing parameter. SS-Par-Per
conﬁguration shows the highest friction forces followed by SSPar-Par and SS-Per. The fact that SS-Par-Per presents higher
friction forces than SS-ParPar, while SS-Par-Per has a smaller
contact area, can be attributed to the formerly neglected
deformation factor Fm from the TB model.
In contrast to viscous model, at higher speeds an
asymptotic decline in static and kinetic friction forces is
observed. For example, Figure 7 shows average kinetic
friction forces for different masses versus speed for BS-Par
conﬁguration with a 0.0025 m2 surface area. This behavior
can be assigned to the vertical wobbling and dwell-time
reduction as previously mentioned. Similar behaviors have
been reported for textured surfaces (Schneider et al., 2017,
2018). Figure 8 shows the dominant frequency of the slipstick phase for the previous model at different speeds and
normal forces. It was also observed that the oscillatory
motion becomes less harmonic at pulling speeds higher
than 200 mm/min while spending more time sliding during
each oscillation. Therefore, it can decrease dwell-time
signiﬁcantly.

150
Mass (gram)

200

250

Force (N)

Note: The extended CA friction model with an initial adhesive
force F0 describes the linear relationship between the friction and
normal force
Table 2 The average static and kinetic friction coefﬁcients

ms

F0s (N)

mk

F0k (N)

0.291
0.245
0.220
0.253

0.089
0.073
0.048
0.072

0.184
0.157
0.143
0.158

0.063
0.048
0.026
0.047

1,500

1,750

In this study the frictional behavior of surfaces made by
StratasysV FortusV 250mc FDM printer was studied. Effects
of normal force, pulling speed, surface conﬁguration and
contact area on static and kinetic friction were investigated.
Mathematical models were developed and compared against
empirical data. Results reiterated the chaotic nature of friction
phenomenon, showing it reﬂects drastically toward changes in
the initial and boundary conditions. Some major assumptions
of our model are the simpliﬁed geometrical shapes, linear
elastic behavior, small contact area compared to the radius
(Hertzian assumption), no adhesion or other surface forces
(Hertzian assumption).
It was shown that the combination of the Hertz contact
model and the TB frictional model does not represent the effect
of surface topography and normal force on static and kinematic
friction forces. A modiﬁed CA model with an initial force,
representing the adhesive effect between the surfaces, appears
to be the most coherent description. It is also demonstrated that
the pulling speed has a signiﬁcant effect on reduction of friction
force, in contrast to the viscous model. Spectral analyses of the
kinetic oscillations revealed a chaotic phase shift at certain
pulling speeds. This can be described by vertical microvibrations affecting the dwell-time and therefore decrease the

0.0
100

750
1,000 1,250
Velocity (mm / min)

5. Conclusion
R

50

500

Figure 8 Average periodicity (dominant frequency of the oscillation
during the kinetic phase) versus pulling speed for different normal forces

0.2

SS-Par-Per
SS-Par-Par
SS-Per
Average

250

Note: Kinetic friction force decreases at higher pulling speeds
asymptotically reaching a minimum friction force

10
100
300
800
1,800

0

0.4

0

Velocity
0.8 (mm/ min)

0.4

89
136
184
232

0.2

Figure 6 Static friction force versus normal force at different speeds for
the measurements of Figure 5

0.6

41
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77

0.6

1100
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adhesion between the surfaces. Further research including a
wider range of normal force and surface areas is required to
investigate the validity of this observation. It is suggested that
the FDM manufactured surfaces should be considered among
textured surfaces, as conventional friction models such as TB
and Stribeck do not represent their frictional behavior.
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